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Abstract � In this paper� we consider noncoher�

ent multi�symbol detection of factor�graph codes over

Rayleigh fading channels� We use block di�erential

encoding together with a joint demodulation and it�

erative decoding algorithm to eliminate the pilot over�

head required for coherent detection� Simulations us�

ing turbo codes and repeat�accumulate codes show

that as the length of the coherence interval increases�

performance of the proposed noncoherent detector

approaches that of the coherent detector�

I� Introduction

Factor�graph codes such as turbo codes are known to perform
near channel capacity for both additive white Gaussian noise
��� and Rayleigh fading �� channels� Much of the work done
thus far has been for coherent communication� wherein the
channel gain and phase are assumed to be known to the re�
ceiver� However� for fast fading channels� the pilot overhead
required to estimate the channel gain and phase may be ex�
cessive� In this paper� we propose a noncoherent detector for
factor�graph codes over fading channels� We assume that the
fading is unknown to the receiver� but it remains roughly con�
stant over several symbols� A classical technique employed in
this context is di�erential PSK� where the binary output of
the channel encoder is Gray coded and is mapped to a PSK
constellation� Resulting PSK symbols are then di�erentially
modulated and transmitted over the fading channel� At the
receiver� hard or soft decisions for the transmitted bits are
generated using di�erential demodulation�

In the uncoded case� at high SNR�s� the performance of
block di�erential demodulation approaches that of coherent
demodulation as the length of the coherence interval gets large
�
�� Furthermore� it is shown in ��� that for a block fading
channel� the channel capacity approaches that of a coherent
channel as the coherence interval gets large� These results
indicate that it might be possible to design noncoherent de�
tectors for coded systems whose performance approach that
of coherent detectors for analogous systems� and motivate the
work undertaken in this paper�

Our main results are as follows�

�a� We employ an overlapped block di�erential encoder� �rst
proposed in ���� To the best of our knowledge� over�
lapped block di�erential encoding results in a lower decod�
ing complexity compared to the complexity of standard
DPSK block demodulation� It�s shown that this method
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e�ectively provides one pilot symbol per block without
incurring any pilot overhead�

�b� We modify the iterative decoding algorithm for factor�
graph codes to accommodate block noncoherent demod�
ulation� The modi�cation consists of feeding back soft
information from the iterative decoder to the noncoher�
ent demodulator� and thus� doing a �joint� estimation of
channel phase and information bits� The proposed de�
modulator quantizes channel phase to avoid exponential
complexity �in the length of the coherence interval� of the
block noncoherent demodulation�

�c� We performed extensive computer simulations to evalu�
ate the performance of the proposed joint demodulation
and iterative decoding algorithm� Simulations employ�
ing turbo code and repeat�accumulate code show that the
performance of the proposed algorithm approaches that
of coherent detector as the length of the coherent interval
increases�

�d� Simulations show that the decoding algorithm for repeat�
accumulate codes converges slower than that of turbo
codes� This has a surprising consequence�for small co�
herence intervals� repeat�accumulate codes outperform
turbo codes due to the slow convergence of its decoding
algorithm�

A joint demodulation and iterative decoding algorithm�
similar to the one presented here� was introduced by Peleg and
Shamai for noncoherent detection of convolutional codes over
AWGN channels ���� In a subsequent work� Peleg� Shamai�
and Gal�an �	� extended this noncoherent decoding algorithm
to turbo codes over AWGN channels� In other related work�
iterative DPSK demodulation based on linear prediction and
channel decoding was investigated by Hoeher and Lodge �����

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� Section
II contains a detailed description of the system model that
includes the fading channel� the overlapped block di�erential
encoder and the joint demodulation and iterative decoding
algorithm� Section III describes the numerical results� Section
IV contains conclusions and discusses directions for the future
work�

II� System Model

Figure � shows a schematic block diagram of the system� At
each time instant� a block of information bits fbig is input to
the channel encoder� The resulting codeword is bit�interleaved
and the interleaved bit sequence is mapped to a sequence of
PSK symbols using the Gray mapping� Subsequently� the PSK
symbols are passed through an overlapped block di�erential
encoder�
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Figure �� Schematic Block Diagram of the System

A� Overlapped Block Di�erential Encoder

The overlapped block di�erential encoder takes a block of
N�� consecutive PSK symbols �x�� x�� � � � � xN��� and outputs
�x� � �xN��� x� � �xN��� � � � � xN�� � �xN���� where �xN�� is the
last transmitted symbol of the previous block� For example�
when N � 
� if the input sequence to the overlapped block
di�erential encoder is �a�� a�� a�� a�� a�� a�� a�� � � � �� then the
output of the encoder would be �a�� a�� a�� a� � a�� a� � a�� a� �
�a�a��� a� � �a�a��� � � � ��

B� Channel Model

In this paper� we consider a block Rayleigh fading channel�
We assume that the fading remain almost constant over a
block of N consecutive symbol periods� We assume that the
fading is unknown to the receiver�

C� Block Noncoherent Demodulator
At the complex baseband receive �lter� the output is

grouped in overlapping blocks of N samples� For exam�
ple� when N � 
� if the output of the receive �lter is
�b�� b�� b�� b�� b�� � � � �� then the resulting overlapped blocks will
be �b�� b�� b��� �b�� b�� b��� �b�� b�� b��� � � � � Since� we assume
that the fading remains almost constant over any N consec�
utive symbol periods� a received block y � �y�� y�� � � � � yN���
can be modeled as follows�

y � �y�� y�� � � � � yN���

� h��xN��� x� � �xN��� x� � �xN��� � � � � xN�� � �xN��� � n
���

Here� h � Aej� is a complex�valued� CN ��� �� distributed�
fading coe�cient� The components of the additive noise vector
n � �n�� n�� n�� � � � � nN��� are identically and independently
distributed� Let each ni be a circularly symmetric Gaussian
random variable with variance ��n � N�� per real dimension�
Using the circular symmetry of the fading coe�cient� we can
rewrite ��� as

y � �y�� y�� � � � � yN��� � h�xN����� x�� x�� � � � � xN��� � n

� �h��� x�� x�� � � � � xN��� � n
��

where �h� de�ned by the product of the actual fading coef�
�cient h by the last transmitted symbol from the previous
block �xN��� has the same distribution as h� Therefore� we
can think of �h as a virtual fading coe�cient and treat the �rst
component of each block as a pilot symbol� Since the blocks
are overlapped� this encoding scheme provides a pilot symbol
for each block without any overhead�

Given the received vector y � �y�� y�� � � � � yN���� the de�
modulator computes a posteriori probabilities �APP�s� P �xi �
u jy�� where u belongs to an MPSK signal constellation S�
This demodulator uses the phase quantization technique in�
troduced in ��� to reduce the complexity of the standard non�
coherent detector� We now illustrate computations done by
the demodulator by computing P �x� � u�jy�� Let�s assume
that the phase � � ��� �� of the virtual fading coe�cient �h is
quantized into L discrete values
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For the time being assume that the virtual fading amplitude
A is known� Conditioned on the virtual fading amplitude A�
the conditional a posteriori probability P �x� � u�jy� A� can
be written as follows�

P �x� � u�jy� A�

�
X

u�
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X

uN��
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�
�

where C is a normalization constant� By introducing the
quantization over � and denoting �l � ��l

L
� we can rewrite

�
� as
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Note that conditioned on the transmitted signal xi� the fad�
ing amplitude A� and the fading phase �l� the received signal
yi is a complex Gaussian random variable with distribution

P �yijxi� A� �l� �
�

����n
exp�� kyi�xiAe

j�lk
�

���n
��

In the case when the fading amplitude A is unknown� one
can use a simple averaging estimator� �A� � �

N

PN��
i��

jyij
� �

��n� It turns out that this simple estimator gives a satisfac�
tory performance� For moderate coherence interval lengths�
the use of this estimator will incur an extra �� � ��
 dB per�
formance degradation compared to the case when the fading
amplitude is known�



D� Joint Demodulation and Iterative Decoding

In this paper� we use turbo codes and repeat�accumulate
codes as examples of factor�graph codes that can be used on
fading channels� In the following� we describe the joint demod�
ulation and iterative decoding algorithm for these two classes
of codes� For other factor�graph codes� an approach similar to
one described here can be used�
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Figure �� Encoder structure for turbo code

Figure �� Factor�graph representation for joint demodu�
lation and iterative decoding using turbo code

The joint demodulation and iterative decoding algorithm
can be best explained with the help of a factor�graph that
shows the �ow of information as the algorithm proceeds itera�
tively� In this paper� we use the classical rate �  turbo code
proposed in ��� �see Figure �� The corresponding factor�graph
is shown in Figure 
� Two linear subgraphs at the center of
the �gure correspond to the constituent convolutional codes
of the turbo code� The subgraphs on the top and the bottom
represent blocks of parity symbols and information symbols
respectively� We assume that information symbols and parity
symbols are interleaved and sent over the channel separately�
so that for a given block� the noncoherent demodulator pro�
cesses either the information symbols or the parity symbols�
In particular� top and bottom subgraphs in Figure 
 corre�
spond to the block length of ��

Information �ow on the factor�graph is as follows� for each
iteration� a block noncoherent demodulator computes APP�s
of the transmitted symbols using ��� and the a priori symbol
probabilities fP �xi � ui� � i � �� � � � � N � �g passed from the
turbo decoder� The symbol APP�s are used to compute APP�s
of the transmitted bits�

The APP�s of the transmitted bits are deinterleaved and
are passed to the turbo decoder� The turbo decoder works

Rate 1/3 
repetition code Interleaver

D

Figure �� Encoder structure for repeat�accumulate code

Figure 	� Factor�graph representation for joint demod�
ulation and iterative decoding using repeat�accumulate
code

on the two center subgraphs� First� it runs a sum�product
algorithm on the left subgraph and computes extrinsic in�
formation for the information bits and the �rst set of par�
ity bits� Next� it runs a sum�product algorithm on the right
subgraph and computes extrinsic information for the infor�
mation bits and the second set of parity bits� Note that� in
sum�product algorithm through each of these subgraphs� the
turbo decoder computes the prior for information bits based
on soft�information coming from the other subgraph and the
noncoherent block demodulator�

Next� the turbo decoder computes a priori symbol proba�
bilities fP �xi � ui� � i � �� � � � � N��g to be passed to the non�
coherent block demodulator for the next iteration� It assumes
that the bits that constitute a PSK symbol are independent of
each other� Note that for information bits� there are two sets
of extrinsic information� one from each center subgraph� avail�
able to the turbo decoder� In our implementation� the turbo
decoder considers only the extrinsic information coming from
the right subgraph� In this manner� the joint demodulation
and iterative decoding proceeds iteratively�

Repeat�Accumulate Codes

Repeat�accumulate codes were �rst proposed in ��� as a
class of turbo�like codes� The most distinguished feature of a
repeat�accumulate code is that it has a very simple encoding
structure consists of a repetition code and a rate � accumu�
lator� as shown in Figure �� Surprisingly� this simple code
performs near channel capacity as well�

The joint demodulation and iterative decoding using
repeat�accumulate codes is similar to that of turbo codes� The
main di�erences come from the serially concatenated struc�
ture of repeat�accumulate codes� Figure � shows the factor�
graph for joint demodulation and iterative decoding of a rate
� 
 repeat�accumulate code� For each iteration� information
from the bottom subgraphs �representing the block di�eren�
tial encoder� is passed to the subgraph on the center� Next� a
sum�product algorithm is run on the center subgraph �repre�
senting the accumulator� and the information is passed to the



subgraph on the top �representing the repetition code�� The
information then �ows back to the center subgraph before it is
�nally passed back to the bottom subgraph� Note that due to
the simple constraints posed by the rate � 
 repetition code
the sum�product algorithm on the top subgraph has very low
implementation complexity�
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Figure 
� Performance of rate ��� turbo code for �PSK
modulation�

� coherent detection
� coherence interval � with unknown amplitude
� coherence interval � with known amplitude
� coherence interval � with unknown amplitude
� standard noncoherent DPSK

III� Simulation results

We extensively simulated the system shown in Figure � for
�PSK� We used a rate �� turbo code with recursive system�
atic convolutional codes generated by the generators �
!���	�
For all simulations� we chose interleaver length �� � 
!���
number of phase resolution L � ��� and 
� iterations of de�
modulation and decoding� Figure � shows the plots of bit error
rate �BER� versus the ratio Eb�N�� where Eb is the energy per
information bit and N� is the one�sided power spectral den�
sity of the noise� The performance curve for coherently de�
tected �PSK is plotted to serve as a benchmark� At bit error
rate ����� this benchmark is within ��� dB of the minimum
signal�to�noise ratio �Eb�N� � 
� dB� required to transmit

� bits sec Hz�

Figure � also shows the performance of the joint demodu�
lation and decoding algorithm proposed in this paper� For a
coherence interval of length �� the performance of the pro�
posed algorithm is approximately ��� dB away from the co�
herent case� However� it is ��! dB better than the standard
DPSK� Note that the performance of standard DPSK is about

� dB away from the performance of the coherent PSK�
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Figure �� Performance of rate ��� repeat�accumulate
code and rate ��� turbo code for BPSK modulation�

� coherent detection for turbo code
� coherent detection for repeat�accumulate code
� coherence interval � with unknown amplitude using
turbo code
� coherence interval � with unknown amplitude
using repeat�accumulate code
� coherence interval � with unknown amplitude using
repeat�accumulate code
� coherence interval � with unknown amplitude using
turbo code

Figure ! shows the performance of a rate � 
 repeat�
accumulate code and the performance of a rate � 
 turbo
code for BPSK modulation� The rate � 
 turbo code used
in this paper shares the same parameters as described above
for the rate �� turbo code� Rate � 
 is obtained by avoid�
ing any puncturing� In this case� we chose number of phase
resolution L � � and �� iterations of demodulation and de�
coding� For coherent detection� repeat�accumulate code per�
forms about ��� dB worse than the turbo code� However� for a
coherence interval of moderate length �� repeat�accumulate
code outperforms turbo code by about ��
 dB� As the length
of the coherence interval increases� the turbo code overtakes
the repeat�accumulate code� During our simulations� we ob�
served that the joint demodulation and decoding algorithm
for the repeat�accumulate code converges slower than that of
the turbo code� the average number of iterations needed for
the repeat�accumulate code is approximately twice as much as
that of the turbo code� This slow convergence causes extrinsic
information from the decoding algorithm to remain soft� On
the other hand� for large coherence interval� block noncoherent
demodulator takes less number of iterations to estimate the
channel� that explains the better performance of turbo code
at larger coherence interval�



As the coherence interval increases� the performance of the
proposed noncoherent algorithm improves� This is in line with
the capacity calculations in ���� which show that the poten�
tial penalty for noncoherent detection decreases as the length
of the coherence interval increases� For example� when the
length of the coherence interval is ���� the performance of the
proposed noncoherent detector is within �� dB of the coher�
ent detector for the rate �� turbo code and is within ��� dB
for the rate ��
 turbo code� Further improvements can be
obtained by increasing the phase resolution level L and the
length of the coherence interval N � However� the convergence
to the coherent case for large coherence intervals appears to
be quite slow� which is similar to conclusions reached from the
information�theoretic analysis in �!��

IV� Conclusions

This paper proposes a joint demodulation and iterative
decoding algorithm for factor�graph codes over noncoherent
Rayleigh fading channels� Simulation results employing two
factor�graph codes� turbo codes and repeat�accumulate codes�
are presented� It was shown that as the length of the coher�
ence interval increases� the performance of the proposed joint
algorithm approaches that of the coherent detection� The pro�
posed algorithm uses phase quantization and has a complexity
which is linear in the length of the coherence interval�
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